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ISOLATING, BUT TOGETHER
Every day, more and more arts institutions are thinking of
news ways display work in the light of our current situation.
Many of London’s galleries and museums are even
rethinking ways to reach the art-starved among us through
360 degree museum tours and artist talks.
Post-Grad Community was inspired by the idea of
transporting artwork online, and what better way to do this
than with UAL’s talented students and alumni.
Walls in Online Places (WIOP) is an online exhibition
showcase for students to share their work whilst in isolation
and practicing social
distancing.
The exhibition open call is inspired by Hans Ulrich Obrist’s
article The Kitchen Show for Paris Review in 2014. It
describes how Obrist went about curating an exhibition in
his kitchen and the alternative ways in which artists made
and installed work in this non-gallery setting.
The first cohort of artists shared their artworks which you
can view or download here.

UAL POST-GRAD COMMUNITY
Post-Grad Community is a programme which provides
access to cross-college and cross-disciplinary
opportunities, events and networking for postgraduate
taught and research students at UAL.
Due to the current Coronavirus pandemic and UAL
temporarily closing its buildings, the team has had to cancel
all planned physical activity and we are now 100% online
and collaborating with our students remotely until further
notice.
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ALISTAIR MACKINNON
MA Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts
My practice involves making immersive, interactive spaces that investigate how our perception operates
between cyberspace, real spaces and what this means sociopolitically for BAME. Reality is becoming
increasingly integrated with virtual spaces, and the tools that implement them are now having an increasing
impact upon our lives.
I create work by translating the physical into the virtual, moving artworks including paintings of my own and
photographs of materials into virtual spaces constructed in Blender and Unity.
The way we interact through computer interfaces dictates how the liminality of cyberspace is engaged with.
As a result, tech corporations are subject to scrutiny on the absorption of Institutional racism.
Lockdown gave me the opportunity to reflect upon instances of underrepresentation and return to protest art,
as well as creating spaces to bring people together.

‘Syn (Together)’
Link to article
@alstrmack
alstrmack.com

ANDREA CAPELLO
MA Photojournalism and Documentary Photography (alumni), London College of Communication
Andrea Capello’s photographic practice explores unique and interesting aspects of culture and society,
always in search of stories to photograph that would represent the importance of diversity and tradition and
the unique and passionate aspects of people’s life. In a fast-changing world, where we interact more
digitally than physically, culture remain such an important side of our life, as it brings people together, helps
not to forget the past and builds a strong sense of belonging.
My latest photo-book “Sight” is an ongoing visual journey through the magnificent, spiritual, contradictory
and jet unforgettable Asian continent. Inspired by years of travelling in various part of Asia, meeting
extraordinary people, discovering stories and off the beaten track places. This book aims to portrait Asian
rich culture, focusing on the densely populated urban areas, landscapes, human-nature relationship and
people’s life.

‘Sight’
Link to article
@andreacapello.me
andreacapello.me

BOGLARKA VARGA
MA Print Making, Camberwell College of Arts
‘Days in the Distance’ is a visual diary that I started at the onset of self-isolation on the 20th of March, with
my 4-year-old daughter and husband in Watford.
The title suggests not only the social distancing, but the altered perception of time and space between bodies, places and moments during our seclusion. The lockdown placed our daily lives under a magnifying glass,
which amplified the distance between loved ones but also the feelings of love, care and longing.
The domestic scenes, daily routines and playful shadows captured our ongoing existence between the four
walls of our rented house, amounts to a digital time capsule. ‘Days in the Distance’ is a re-imagined family
album, accommodating everyday snapshots alongside moments of celebration and loss.
To somehow reduce ‘The Distance’ and try to overcome the absence of the workshops and my peers, I
dusted off my Polaroid camera and started to shoot images on expired films while thinking of university
colleagues and friends. These images were later posted with the quote: “Fail we may, sail we must.” (Andrew
Weatherall)

‘Days in the Distance
Visual Diary and Polaroid Series’
Link to article
@elizboglarkavarga

CATHY HAYES
MA Fine Art Painting, Camberwell College of Arts
My work is inspired by the paintings of Female Revenge by Baroque artists; Artemisia Gentileschi and
Elizabetta Sirani in particular. I see in their work a familiar sense of female injustice and rage. I began by
reworking classic images of Portia, Judith and Eve and Timoclea. Working out of black, I try to capture the
emotion and energy of these stories through colour. The colours emerge out of the blackness like fireworks
out of a darkened void.
I am trying to pull women’s voices, stories and thoughts out of the black by allowing the paint to lead me,
without the constraints of line. I paint for the moments of creation and connection. As I question the old
truths, myths and stories upon which our culture has been based, I respond to the pain and anger, the
stilettos and handbags, the childbirth and ageing of women under the scrutiny of an eye that simultaneously
venerates and shrouds.

‘Revenge can be sweet’
Link to article
@oreillyhayes_art
cathyoreillyhayes.com

https://www.instagram.com/cleepotter/
‘

CHARLIE LEE-POTTER
MA Print Making, Camberwell College of Arts
My work focuses on climate change and landscape, via the act of walking. However, since being seriously ill
with Covid-19, I have been too exhausted to walk far. For this reason, I have started creating images which
focus on single footsteps. This hand-coloured linocut records the parched, cracked earth on a footpath close
to where I live and is just large enough to stand on. The image tries to record three things: the effects of
climate change, the debilitating effects of the virus, and the restrictions on movement we have all been
forced to accept.
In an explicit reference to my limited materials and lack of a printing press, I made this image by using the
back of a spoon to make the imprint on the paper. I also mixed my own paint to hand-colour the image,
using the kind of iron oxide pigments found naturally in the landscape and honey from my neighbour’s bees.
The paper itself has been tinted with hand-painted liquid terracotta. The print is deliberately low tech and
marks the ways in which the pandemic has constrained us, whether through illness, anxiety, or government
instruction.
(Linocut and hand-made pigment on terracotta paper.)

‘Beneath My Feet’
@cleepotter
charlieleepotter.com

CLAUDIO PESTANA
MA Fine Art Painting, Camberwell College of Arts
Social distancing in the depths of Dorset’s countryside I started thinking about how as a non-binary ‘foreign’
person I fit into the landscape of this county with its specific social topography. I am surrounded by
traditional and conservative cultural markers so I started reflecting on the symbolic power that those around
me hold.
The series ‘Fag Attacks the Country’ is a gesture of subversive resistance, where I hijacked the pastoral
genre and invaded its conservative landscape. I identify as fag as a socio-political gesture and in these paintings I juxtaposed suggestive post-gendered self-portraits onto rural scenes that carry a certain symbolic
power or even violence. I want the viewer’s eyes to dart between the incongruent elements of the
composition and for the viewer to be left with an unresolved interpretation and experience a sense of the uncanny.
(All works mixed media on paper, 150 x 120-130cm approx.)

‘Fag Attacks the Country: Chapters I-IV’
Link to article
@cmdcp

c

CORN SHUK MEI HO
MFA Fine Art, Wimbledon College of Arts
While painting Lido for the night swim series, I have poured many of my own emotions into this painting.
Started during the pandemic and whilst my native Hong Kong’s future hangs in the balance - these
uncertainties are echoed in my painting.
Whilst we continue to live and persevere through all these ongoing and endless trials and tribulations, the
character in the ocean is all of us - fighting against nature’s powerful forces of waves and unpredictable
currents, with all of our contrasting meagre strength and breathlessness, yet we continue, against the odds.

‘Night Swims Series, Lido’
cornhoartist.com
@cornhoartist

DALIA ATTEYA
MA Painting (alumni), Wimbledon College of Arts
I have been in quarantine for almost a year. As in last August I tripped and broke my foot, which took me
more than 3 months to recover. Just in time when I was ready to embrace the world again, COVID-19 hit the
world and I was back in. Except that I was not alone this time.
Once I was able to pull myself together, I thought of creating a piece to express how I feel towards the whole
experience. This is the outfit I was wearing when I tripped, and the flower carries all the positive feelings that
came with it. Given my limited strength and energy, it took me around 4 months to complete it, I started in
December 2019 and finished it in April 2020.

‘2 6 8 with Red Magnolias’
Link to article
daliaatteya.com
@dalia_atteya

EMA MAR
MA Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts
Emilia Maryniak aka Ema Mar is a painter and a multi-media installation artist, working with image, sound,
and natural vegetation. She is interested in the concept of self-mythology and self-identity as a process,
specifically with its relation to a physical body and memory.
Philosophical theories related to feminism and environment, as much as scientific understanding of human
existence, shapes an important framework for her both artistic and theoretical practice.
THE PROCESS IS ALWAYS IN
feeding the needs
calming the self
taking cosmos from the milky way
the process is always in
stay safe
stay here

‘THE PROCESS IS ALWAYS IN’
emiliamaryniak.com

EMILY SAVIDGE
MA Media, Communications and Critical Practice, London College of Communication
Throughout lockdown I’ve struggled to find the right balance between staying updated with the outside world
and managing my time spent inside at home. At times I would become so preoccupied with the news and
current events of the world that I would often find myself neglecting my own personal responsibilities and
thoughts. Or, I would become so preoccupied with my own thoughts that I would simply forget to update
myself on the outside world.
I made a collage from old magazines and propped it against a dresser mirror to illustrate this imbalance.
Although the magazines were somewhat outdated, a lot of the information was still very relevant to today’s
current events. Looking at the mirror covered with the magazine collage, I’m not able to physically see myself
but am instead forced to look at these images that may or may not be representative of me.

‘Isolation Mirror’
@emily_savidge

FRANCESCA ZAPPA
MA Design for Art Direction, London College of Communication
The Quarantine Diaries’ is a project born in Mauritius, an island in the middle of the Indian Ocean.
The short clip is an experimentation on how brands such as Nike, that has a positive and empowering tagline
‘Just do it’, may reformat their message mirroring the current situation. During this moment of heavily
mental, emotional and physical distress, where our society is deprived of our freedom, my project reimagines
the brand identity as I transform the tagline into ‘Just don’t do it’.
A man and a woman on a tennis court seem ready to challenge each other, but something happens. An
emotional meltdown? A violent spree related to having to live 24/7 with someone or even alone? The video is
shot in single stage, a place that metaphorically represent the mind of a tired man, and the frustration of the
situation.

‘THE QUARANTINE DIARIES’
Link to video

IZZY SCHREIBER
MA Fashion Photography, London College of Fashion
On March 23, 2020 life in the United Kingdom drastically changed. A government issued lockdown was put
into place to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus. During these unprecedented times I felt a necessity
to document my immediate surroundings and community. On March 25, 2020 I began to photograph families
and individuals on their doorsteps in West London.
The collection speaks to hope, resiliency, and positivity in a time that is full of uncertainty and loss of life.
While each of the individual doorsteps document the household, together they represent the community. The
series navigates the idea of the public and private space of the doorstep. The doorstep becomes this space
in limbo, neither safe nor dangerous. Each photo carries this implied weight of stepping from one’s home in
the midst of a pandemic.
The series takes place in the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham. The majority of the 120 images
are taken on the streets north of Ravenscourt Park. The participants were contacted and responded via a
flyer through the letterbox. The whole project was shot on 5x4 film.

‘Doorsteps’
Link to article
izzyschreiber.com
@izzy_schreiberhl

JAMIE CHAN
BA Illustration & Visual Media, London College of Communication
During my quarantine, I have tested out new recipes from the internet and also taking inspirations from my
grandma who is a home cook chef for many years in our family on cooking traditional Chao Zhou food.
Having a slice of a salted duck egg is a must on the dinner menu and spring onions are added mostly in
every dishes not only for garnish but also as many Chinese people say it makes you smart! Nonetheless, the
character has cosy clothing on and wears cleaning gloves which reflect part of me in this self-isolation
period.
It was a memorable experience in my life and it was really fun delivering my experience in this illustration.

‘Quarantine Queen’
@cgm_3
jamiecgm3.wordpress.com

JESPER HOUBORG
MA Photojournalism and Documentary Photography, London College of Communication
Our everyday lives will not be the same again in the near future. “There will be a before and after the Corona
crisis”, says the Prime Minister.
I turn off the screen and I am struck by the feeling that it can all be just the same. The list of projects I should
do grows ever longer. Instead, I open the computer and watch another episode about World War II. Here the
enemy is concrete and possible to see.

‘Denmark Will Not Be As
We Knew It’
Link to article
@jesperhouborg
jesperhouborg.com

JOOYOUNG LEE
MA Fine Art Painting, Camberwell College of Arts
My practice interrogates the distortion of perception through language. The contemporary era is regarded
mainly as the post-truth. We can find the boundary of ‘truth’ and ‘untruth’ or ‘fact’ and ‘fake’ has become
ambiguous, which leads people to believe in speculations, without bearing the responsibility for proof. It
could come from a number of partisan news and fake news. They use authoritative language such as frame,
euphemism, censorship and cover-up in the media.
Following the study, I became interested in how does language as a tool of authority and power affect the
perception of truth in the post-truth era. I think such language has an impact on cognitive perception, then it
makes the public distorted. I present a visual realm using print, painting, poem, sound and installation to
reconstruct such issues.
This work explores the framing words, which can cause cognitive distortion, frequently used in the news in
South Korea. The elements, such as news sentence, dictionary, text image and irony title show this direction.
(The Most Accurate Words, 2020, five prints. Print on paper, 29.7 cm x 21.0 cm each)

‘The most accurate words’
Link to article
@jooyoung.art

KEISUKE TAKEDA
Graduate Diploma Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts
Nowadays, I have been almost spending the time on my bed. Doing anything and also nothing there.
Besides, going outside is something out of my ready due to the lockdown.
During the circumstances of the coronavirus pandemic, artist cannot directly show work in an exhibition
within a physical gallery setting in order to protect the spread of the virus. In this situation, I conceived an
idea which utilized my bed as a part of the artwork. I see the imposed lock down as an advantage to this
artwork. It`s my meagre revenge confronted by the pandemic.
(Inspired by circumstances of corona virus, ‘Little Nemo in Slumberland’
created by Winsor McCoy and ‘The Wrong Beds’ written by Roger McGough ).

‘Wonder Nemo’
Watch on YouTube
Link to article
Link to vimeo
@keeesky

KELLY EWING
MA Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts
My work is concerned with femininity, the human body and its interior landscape. I am primarily concerned
with the notion of the irish landscape and body as inherently ‘her’ or female. Influenced by bodily forms,
bodily innards, moving and living organisms, how objects behave in a space and the female interior
environment, I explore how, through irish politics, my body is an alien landscape, something to be feared,
rejected and condemned. Taking this notion of the irish female body as condemned entity, I explore an
alternative female biology- something which is unrecognisable in its appearance and forms, yet somehow
inherently human. I like to re-imagine the female environment, its insides, textures, masses and lumps, and
transform it into an otherworldly space.
(Augmented reality sculpture in situ, (3 minutes, 45 seconds), 2020)

Inside / Outside Ephemera
Link to video
@kellyewingart

KRISTY GOSLING
MA Photography (alumni), London College of Communication
My practice is largely concerned with time and its phenomenological relationship with the photograph.
These images are part of a series that map the movement of light and shade through my house during the
Covid 19 lockdown.
During this time of extraordinary suffering [out there], I am experiencing a quiet disconnection from the world
[in here]. Life is moving slowly, punctuated only by the movement of the sun. These little pools of beauty,
which, I am suddenly afforded the time to notice are also tantamount to the coming of the shadow.

‘Sundial’
Link to article

LAUREN COLLIER
MA Print Making, Camberwell College of Arts
I’m interested by the ways in which photography can be used to question our perception of place in an
increasingly digital age.
During lockdown I was able to explore these ideas further, in particular, how consuming information
digitally through a screen can affect our understanding of the materiality of surface.
Without the printmaking workshops, I was drawn to the immediacy of relief print. Using photographic
images, I was able to use digital techniques to adapt the image, before hand cutting as a woodcut.
This image is taken from the resulting work, in which I projected the printed woodcut image onto different
surfaces and re-photographed, the final piece sitting somewhere between the simulated and the material.

‘Facade’
laurencollier.co.uk
@laurencollierprint

LIANG XIAO
MA Art and Science, Central Saint Martins
As an artist and a Hubei native base on London, i faced the COVID-19 broke out in my hometown
Wuhan (Hubei) and Britain. I felt the real life of self-isolation. In my research process, I mainly conducted
research on viruses based on the types of viruses, transmission routes, growth trends, development scale,
and development results.
I try to use my creation to encourage people, to embody the diversity of viruses, to show the social nature,
philosophical nature, and so on behind disasters, connections between the outside world and individuals,
differences in capitalist society, etc.

‘Making Work in Response
to Covid-19’
Link to article

LU XU
MA Illustration, Camberwell College of Arts
This series was created in early May this year.
Last year, I booked a ticket to return home in April. Due to the outbreak of Coronavirus in London in
March, the flight was cancelled. On the last day of April, I sat at my desk in the evening and couldn’t
remember what I was doing. I saw the message on the mobile phone that my grandfather passed away. It
was early morning in my hometown, almost no one woke up. I saw the message soberly from thousands
of miles away, but there was nothing to do.
For the past two months, I have been staying in my small student hall in London, facing windows, chairs
and showers. With these things in the room, I imagine the moon, wind, birds, rain... and now there is a
distant funeral that I cannot participate in.

‘I Am Sitting in the Room
and Imagining Death’
Link to article
@laylaxu71
laylaxu71.com

MADISON BEACH
MA Photojournalism and Documentary Photography, London College of Communication
Shot on film, 50 Days, is a documentation of the outside world during the first 50 days of isolation in the
UK. All images were shot on weekly short walks to the supermarket.
I am currently isolating with my two housemates, one of which has been furloughed and the other working
from home. We have celebrated birthdays, anniversaries and graduation whilst in lockdown.

‘50 Days’
Link to article
@madisonbeachphotos
madisonbeach.com

MARCEL TOP
MA Photojournalism and Documentary Photography, London College of Communication
Social distancing in the UK. Most people don’t seem to follow the government’s guidance. Personally, I only
saw a few trying to keep a distance while walking in the streets. Through open security cameras in
London, I let an AI detect human presence and measure the distance people kept between each other.

‘Social Distancing through
surveillance cameras in London and
AI’
@marceltoptop

MARGARITA NOVIKOVA
MA Sound Arts, London College of Communication
Since the middle of March, I have been stuck in Montenegro. The country closed the borders on the 16th
when I had my return ticket. I came there for a long weekend to celebrate with my son and his family my and
my younger grandson’s birthdays.
I brought a gift for the little one but no clothes, no shoes, no laptop. That was a challenge: instantly, they
cancelled shopping apart from food, medicine, and gardening as well. What fun it was to discover one day
a pharmacy selling underwear! Thus, my normal consumption happily reduced to zero. Instead, I acquired a
family with two little boys and the sea. Also, we faced curfew, - but who cares, after all, I had an experience
of surviving under a communist regime. Meanwhile, my consumption transmuted into a gathering.
I can’t resist collecting bits of ceramic tiles washed up by Adriatic waves to build my lockdown
anti-consumption visual diary.
I started my “live” mosaicking on a useless velvet sofa placed in my bedroom on its side, never
glueing them physically to fix the mosaics in real life (however there was one exclusion). Once the rules
of lockdown confinement became milder, I started experimenting with more different backgrounds,
mostly outside. The anti-consumption diary is continuing.

‘Seaside Tilework’
Link to article
@be_heard_museum
beheard.art

MINGYI CUI
MA Photojournalism and Documentary Photography, London College of Communication
I am self-isolating at home alone in London since the Lockdown. The two months’ lockdown gives me more
time with my soul. This is the same title for my post-graduate show, but now in a completely different
meaning and interpretation. Although I am staying at home, I can fly to anywhere in the world in my dream. I
have been chosen a few scenes in my dream to make this video that helps me during this difficult time.
Sometimes I also feel agitated as I locked myself inside the tiny space of my room. At these times, I will seek
my inner peace through my heart and thoughts, try to listen to the inner self and find satisfaction and
happiness at a spiritual level. There is no exact message in the work, but there are questions. The primary
one is: Where am I? This questions not just to be taken literally; also encourage the viewer to think more:
Am I in this fixed space of my house? Am I really where my body is? Or is this all in my mind, as part of
awareness?

‘Where am i?’
Link to video
mingyicui.photography.com
@mingyi_photo

MINQI XU
MA Fine Art, Wimbledon College of Arts
This series of watercolour painting explores the self-awareness and gaze. The gaze could be from myself
and it also could be from the audience. In these paintings, I witnessed another me from a parallel world in the
dream. There is a hypothesis about the connection of dream and parallel worlds.
The door will open during the dream, so what we see in the dream maybe is our life in another world. I faced
my hidden desires and desperation in my dream, and I tried to save myself from it. The gaze in paintings add
the feeling of uncanny and strange.

‘Gaze’
Link to article
@minqi_xu_artist
minqixu.comac.uk

NICOLA ANTHONY
Fine Art, Central Saint Martins (alumni)
I am a sculptor who has worked internationally with NGOs, art institutions, and cultural foundations to create
text sculptures and drawings which give glimpses into the effects of displacement, isolation, disenfranchisement and intergenerational trauma.
During the lockdown I was stranded without my metal-working studio. I began to focus on having
meaningful conversations with other creatives and my own mentors. When the desire to continue making
became too much, I decided to ‘sculpt’ videos and use these conversations as a leaping off point.
The episodes include tips from creative thinkers about getting through life. Skills we develop as artists
working alone, isolation, uncertain futures, the inner critic - are things which the whole world faces today.
We should look to each other to remind ourselves how to stay strong, remember how much value there is in
creative thinking and what we have learned about our human nature.

Behind The Scenes In My
Studio (4 Episodes)
Link to article
Watch series on Youtube

PARICHAT TANAPIWATTANAKUL
MA Fine Art, Wimbledon College of Arts
I’m with my family in Thailand during the lockdown. I spending time on this project apart from my final one.
Most of my whole day, I was recording the different shape of wax sculptures burning into a jar. In this piece, I
examine the realm of reincarnation and afterlife from my own interpretation.
Like a Buddhist and foreign student, residing in a Western country who questions the truth and limitation of
belief. I started the stories by posed an uncanny thought: If I have a second chance or more than one
chances to reincarnate what should I be?
This work depicts 4 avatars that represent me including, Buddha Statue, Dwarf, Maneki Neko and an
Orange.

‘Reincarnation’
Watch on YouTube
@prch.art
parichattanapiwattanakul.
squarespace.com

RACHEL MOSS-HOGG
MA Fine Art Drawing, Camberwell College of Arts
Over the last few months during lockdown I have been exploring new ways in which to create work and
express my ideas concerning the future of the natural world, our relationship with the plants and natures
ability to adapt and survive.
For many artists lockdown has resulted in a lack of resources to make the work we would normally make and
that’s why I have begun to create cut and paste hand created collages out of old magazines that I have and
donations form my neighbours.
For example, many of the features in the collage ‘the plants of the future No.1’ came from a neighbour of
mine who donated over forty 2020 Calendars which she had been unable to sell in her book shop. Her
kind donation gave me lots of interesting material to work with, so that I could create this collage and really
helped me out, during a time where getting art supplies was very difficult.

‘Plants of the future No.1’,
‘The weight of the world’
and ‘The hive’
@rachelmosshogg

ROSALIND FARAM
MA Fine Art, Chelsea College of Arts
Rosalind Faram has a multidisciplinary way of working which questions the traditional patriarchal art-culture
model. Through facilitating an expansive, fluid mode of creating, a partitive non-hierarchical aesthetic which
embraces alterity arises.
Her work fuses the tropes of painting, drawing, writing, sculpture & photographed performance to demand
entitlement and challenge female invisibility. Parallel to her traditional studio practise, she creates work on
Instagram, blurring the distinction between artist and the object of focus; creating heterotopias in which
Otherness commands identification.
Lockdown has been a time for reflection, reassessment and renewal.

‘Truck Stop’
@rosalindfaram
rosalindfaram.net

ROSIE ZIELINSKI
MA Fine Art Printmaking, Camberwell College of Arts
Rosie Zielinski’s practice explores how a window (in the form of a screen or physical pane of glass) interrupts
and distorts the image contained past it’s surface. She is interested in the way that this boundary between
the viewer and the image can place the viewer in the position of a voyeur, looking out, looking in to a different
space or time.
Zielinski endeavours to create work that is in flux and incomplete, causing the viewer to pause in anticipation
and induces reflection through slow-looking. Although contemplative and meditative, her work causes slight
unease within the viewer by inducing disorientation through the act of looking.

‘Kew I’
@rosiezielinskiart

RUI QU
MA Design for Art Direction (alumni), Central Saint Martins
This project started from COVID-19 outbreak in Uk at the end of March 2020. I left London and went back to
China on the 23rd of March to stay with my family. However, due to China’s strict quarantine policy, I was put
in a hotel room in Inner Mongolia for 14 days.
The room number is 312. In such a narrow space, I had plenty of time but nothing to do which forced me to
look around. Then I started to try to have the dialogues with those normal objects like the food and daily necessities which are totally ignored before.

‘ROOM 312’
@vick_qr

WOOD GASCOYNE
BA Fashion Design with Marketing, Central Saint Martins
Currently in semi-lockdown within the walls of our North London house-studio are myself, my partner and
our cat Bourjey.
When lockdown was implemented we were in the midst of renovations. Only one room in our building - my
studio - was still displaying its wallpaper. Having decided to down-tools until the lifting of the lockdown, I find
myself sharing a space with this wallpaper everyday without much relief. It has become my daily task to draw
the patterns of this surface that surrounds me.
The floral motifs and their periodicity transform and distort over time; mirroring the distortion of reality
occurring in the world outside these four walls of paper. Alongside the various stages of motif are portraits of
our lockdown family - myself, my partner and our cat.
Us, the wallpaper and the ever increasing periodicity of our meetings continue.

‘The Periodicity of The
Wallpaper, pencil and oil on
paper’
Link to article
@wood_gascoyne

SIYAN ZHANG
MA Culture Criticism and Curation, Central Saint Martins
By using a mirror which breaks away from its common use, could you transform your perspective of art in
terms of the view in the mirror? Could you make the view become more interesting? Could you capture the
scenery from another’s view?
Through the mirror, it interprets three different perspectives, the mirror presented in the location, the
reflection in the mirror, and Instagram which presents to the viewer. We want to invoke a concept that reflects
the idea of an art space.
We open a new way to observe ordinary life and express ordinary people’s ideas. We invite you to expose
the view in the mirror from your experience. You do not have to be a professional photographer or filmmaker
or artist, we believe everyone has their own potential to discover the art of their ordinary life. We are trying to
break the stereotype of traditional art space, we want to motivate the general public to create their own art in
the mirror and bear in mind.

‘Mirrormirrorart2020 Project’
Link to article
@mirrormirrorart2020

SPOON SHAO
MA Photojournalism and Documentary Photography, London College of Communication
Have you ever been doing the same as me: staring at the scenery through the window without noticing the
time passing by while focusing on the beautiful various colour changes of the outside world? To me, it
becomes a way of remembering time as well as forgetting about time.
Right after I moved into the house I am living, the lockdown started. The ground glass of my bathroom
window stopped me from catching the detail of the outside world. However, the colour information stayed.
I took pictures of the window at different times of the day: A dark blue with a few scattered orange lights
shone on when I woke up in the midnight, a warm melting yellow shading to pale blue when I sat in a draught
and enjoyed the sunny gentle breeze… Then I find pictures in my archives before the quarantine time and
pair them with the window pictures according to the similar colour combination to see how my relationships
with the outside world changed.

‘Inside and Out’
Link to article
@spoonshao
spoonshao.com

SUDEEKSHA SOMANI
MA Graphic Communication Design, Central Saint Martins
n this project I analyse the female protagonists in four classic literary novels (Far from the Madding Crowd by
Thomas Hardy, Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë, Madame Bovary by Gustave Faubert and Cranford by
Elizabeth Gaskell) from the 19th century.
I give life to the character by drawing her out of the authors’ context through different colours of stitches.
I attempt to rework the text and tie together fact and fiction in an exploratory manner by reading against the
grain and speculating the messiness and knotted identity of women.

‘Women Unravelled’
Link to article
@sudgoesgraphic
sudeekshasomani.com

THERESA GÖSSMANN
MA Fine Art (alumni), Central Saint Martins
How does a practice sustain itself during the current pandemic? Limited access to creative spaces, sparse
exchange with the community and a reduced choice of materials leave minimal room for play and
experimentation.
What’s left is merely the essence: the artist facing a blank sheet of paper. A romantic cliché, long overhauled
by digitalization, new media and the chase of superlatives, that has now become reality: “So here I sit, at the
kitchen table, drawing yesterday’s flowers. Take the remnants of paper and assemble collages. The banality
of the everyday has become the central to my practice: moments at home, flowers, vases, carafes,
compositions. That is what we see. That is what we have.

Flowers on a table (2020),
(ink, oil pastels and charcoal
on paper, 29.7 x 42 cm)
@theresakm
theresagoessmann.com

TIA PENFOLD

BA Fine Art Drawing, Camberwell College of Arts
Being in lockdown, and of the generation I am, a vast majority of my time is spent staring into screens. I feel
consumed by the bright light, but there’s comfort in accessing all of this information at my fingertips.
Being fortunate enough to stay indoors and not work has allowed me to go back through old pieces. I found
a MDF laser cut from my first year in University; a vector mapping of a computer screen that had gone into
what I like to call, meltdown. Tens of tabs opening and refusing to close. You know the deal.
Taking the piece further from the electronics it portrayed and was made by,
I carved into the wood forming deeper reliefs and printed it with a mix of acrylic paint & Lino ink. This series
is an experimental work in progress, transforming digital images into 2 dimensional pieces via 3 dimensional
methods.

‘Walls I have seen before’
tia.penfold@live.com

TIM BODDY
MA Photojournalism & Documentary Photography (alumni), London College of Communication
I have been self-isolating with my partner in our flat in Bow, east London; and I have been collaborating in a
very literal sense with this area, using plant materials found within it to create ‘plant prints’. These are
created via a seldom-used cameraless photography process, anthotypes, invented by Sir John Herschel in
the 1840’s. Anthotypes entail extracting juice from plants and then painting onto a surface, with the sun’s UV
rays blasting the pigments to complete the process. This can take between three hours to three weeks
depending on numerous factors.
On my government-sanctioned daily stroll I have been sourcing plant matter (usually weeds) from East
London, which I use to forge a colourful, sometimes ghostly impression of these weeds. My local
independent food store is the source for vegetables used to create the ‘paint’, or whatever I find in my
kitchen cupboard; beetroot, rainbow chard, spinach, even red wine are materials.

‘Covid-19 Plant Prints’
Link to article
@timjboddy
timboddy.com

VICTORIA KARLSSON
Part-time practice based PhD student, CRISAP, London College of Communication
I am currently isolating in my home just outside of London, with my partner and my cat. I have been
furloughed from my job since mid-April, and as my partner is shielding, we try to go out as little as we can at
the moment. I am a sound artist, and I am interested in the possibilities of listening.
I created the online performance ‘Aural Conjuring’ wanting to use the act of listening as a way of reaching
out towards the world, towards people I miss, towards a different (better?) future. It is a way for me to listen
to what is suddenly distant, towards a multitude of possible futures, but also a way of listening towards my
fears and anxieties.

‘Aural Conjuring, (2020)’
Link to article
victoriakarlsson.co.uk
@silentscores

WILLIAM CROSBY, BORIS GÉTAZ,
GABRIELLE HARNOIS-BLOUIN, MARY LEMELY-MILLER
& NICOL PARKINSON
MA Sound Arts, London College of Communication
DISTANTtogether is an improvisation project between students on the MA Sound Arts course,
currently displaced around the country/globe during the COVID-19 crisis. Coordinated by Nicol Parkinson,
and bridging homes across London, Cambridge, and Montreal, a date and time is given, and participants
enter a simultaneous ritual of recording short sound improvisations with whatever objects, instruments,
appliances, beings, and body parts they see ﬁt.
Occasionally others enter into the recordings, including both human (Phoebe, Pascal, and Louise), and
non-human friends (Eddie the cat, and Gertrude the pigeon). The recordings are then lined up, and the
resulting collage is presented unedited. These works feature multiple moments of unintentional
synchronicity, and documents new sonic sensibilities developed during this period of domestic sound
making.

‘DISTANTtogether’
Link to article
Link to SoundCloud

YIFAT SHIR-MOSKOVITZ
MA Performance Design and Practice, Central Saint Martins
In this film, you get a glimpse into the life of an 8 months pregnant woman. Who is determined to accomplish
her tasks as efficiently as possible, she welcomes you in her temporary kitchen during her Coronavirus
quarantine and demonstrates a baking recipe in nine phases.
During a long period of lockdown, I experienced, I found myself spending at least half of the day in the
kitchen. The only happening during the day was when someone had brought us a food delivery, so the
kitchen became my playground. I explored different kinds of recipes, especially those that involve baking.
The smell that spread inside the house relieved our sorrow for a satisfying period. In addition, it was the only
thing I could make using my hands and it helped to postpone my thoughts and concerns for an hour or so. It
was a therapy to my soul.
I felt it was like a short process of creation; recipe=script, blending, cutting, baking rehearsal room, eating
= when an audience watches your work. I always knew the kitchen has a strong potential to function as a
performance sphere. I also had no other option during the past month- the kitchen was indeed my studio.
My bump was also getting bigger and bigger, in a way I could not ignore anymore. I realized that if I want to
make something relevant it must include my current and situation, as a loyal performance artist.

Under Con(s)traction,
(18 minute film)
Link to article
Watch on YouTube

https://www.instagram.com/cleepotter/
‘

YILI LIU
MA Photography, Central Saint Martins
As an Asian diaspora, I started self-isolation in London since March. I feel like all sorts of pressures surround
my life: ﬂight information is changing all the time, the phone calls from my parents in China, I thought that
every decision I am going to made would completely change my life.
Masks and hand sanitizer became our armour, to protect ourselves and stop the spreading of the virus,
many Chinese like me have decided to wear masks in earlier, although sometimes we’re racial discriminated
against for wearing a mask. Sometimes I don’t know what to do, I feel myself as an island.

‘Me as an island’
@yili.liu6
www.yililiu.com

ZHENGWEI LI
MA Fine Art, Central Saint Martins
What a spring! The world of plants and animals has regained in spring. I have to struggle with depressions
because this year’s spring is not for human beings. I dreamed about I became a grass. Would I be free?
Would I act as anxious as a human because I know my life is fleeting? What is the meaning of life in plants’
cognition? The shadow of waving tree reflects on a wall of my room again as what is did yesterday.

‘Indoor Spring’
@elo1se_zhengweili
Link to article

‘

NOISE IN ONLINE PLACES
By Margarita Novikova, MA Sound Arts (alumni), London College of Communication
Thinking about over 40 artists who are taking part in the Walls of Online Spaces Vol.2 online exhibition, and
the concept of this collective show which seeks to explore news ways to display work in the light of our
current situation.
I try to understand who are we, these 40 people, and what do we have in common. I propose to offer to
co-create a common audio object related to the imaginary walls of this #wallsinonlineplaces, and/or real or
symbolic walls surrounding each of us during the lockdown. I would offer to co-create an imaginary online
soundscape of the artists’ life and their new forms of exhibiting.

Theres still time to
contribute...
Link to Open Call
@be_heard_museum
beheard.art

WHATS NEXT?
As of launch day, Tuesday 7 July 2020, Post-Grad Community will begin the work of sharing this Walls in Online Places
Vol.2 Digital Catalogue alongside highlighting individual Artists work installed online across our social media platforms.
The Walls in Online Places exhibition project has proven to be a valuable online asset for our postgraduate
students. Thus enabling them to make work and reach out to wider networks through its thriving platforms.
To date, Walls in Online Places has showcased a total of 66 students.

NEW WAYS OF WORKING
University of the Arts London is working to carefully manage our colleges to allow for social distancing
(if required) and responding to UK government guidelines as and when they change. In summary, you can
expect us to use the creativity and passion were known for to provide safe and inspiring learning experiences for you.
UAL Post-Grad Community will be 100% online for the next academic year 2020-2021 but committed in
maintaining a sense of community despite social distancing rules. We want to ensure that we remain the
diverse, welcoming, and affirming community that make us part of UAL.

WITH LOVE

